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It has been conjectured that over any non-prime finite field Fp m and for any
positive integer n, there exists a span n de Bruijn sequence over Fpm which has the
minimum possible linear complexity pnm&1+n. We give a proof by construction
that this conjecture is true.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we continue the study of the linear complexity of de Bruijn
sequences over finite fields. Our aim is to establish the integer values of
linear complexity for which there exist de Bruijn sequences of given span
over arbitrary finite fields. The first, and perhaps most important objective
is to establish maximum and minimum values. This has intrinsic combinatorial
interest; and is also of relevance in applications where linear complexity is
a consideration.
It is known that the maximum possible linear complexity of a span n de
Bruijn sequence over Fp m is pnm&1, and that such a sequence may be
constructed in a straightforward manner (a Linear Feedback Shift Register
m-sequence with an extra zero added to the run of m&1 zeroes will
produce such a sequence) [1, 2].
The situation regarding the minimum linear complexity has proved more
complex. In 1982 Chan, Games and Key [2] showed that the linear com-
plexity of a span n de Bruijn sequence over F2 was not less than 2n&1+n
but did not show whether this bound was realized for n>6. In 1984 Etzion
and Lempel [5] showed that this minimum was always realised and gave
a recursive construction for sequences with these parameters.
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In 1996 the lower bound over F2 of 2
n&1+n was generalised to any finite
field Fpm by Blackburn, Etzion and Paterson [1] who showed that the linear
complexity was never less than pmn&1+n. On the question of whether this
bound is ever realised, and under what circumstances, they gave partial
solutions. For odd p, when m=1 (i.e., prime fields) they showed that, for
n=2, the bound is not realized. The actual bound is 2p+1. When n=3
they found by computer search that in the case p=3 the bound 32+3=12
is not realized (Table V of [1] shows that the minimum linear complexity
is 17). It may be that, for odd prime fields, a better minimum is yet to be
found. However, this appeared to them not to be the case for non-prime
fields. They showed that for m2 the lower bound pnm&1+n is realised for
some n including n=2 (Theorems 26 and 29 of [1]) and they conjectured
that over non-prime fields the lower bound is always realised.
In this paper we show that this conjecture is true.
Our proof is by construction. To construct a span n de Bruijn sequence
over Fp m of minimal linear complexity, we begin by taking an arbitrary
span n de Bruijn sequence s over Fp m&1 and ‘‘extend’’ it into a span n de
Bruijn sequence over Fpm . Firstly we take pn copies of s to form a sequence
of length pnm in which every n-tuple of elements occurs pn times. Because
s is a sequence over Fpm&1 , its terms may be regarded as (m&1)-tuples in
(Fp)
m&1. Next we construct a new sequence s$ over Fp , also of length pnm.
Each term of s$ is used to augment the corresponding (m&1)-tuple of s to
form an m-tuple. The sequence s" of m-tuples, which may be regarded as
a sequence over Fp m , is shown to be a span n de Bruijn sequence. If we also
show that the linear complexity of s" is pnm&1+n then the proof is
complete. We do this by using the result that the linear complexity of s" is
equal to the maximum linear complexity among its component sequences
(the m sequences over Fp formed from the 1st, 2nd, ..., m th entries in the
m-tuples of which s is composed). Of the m component sequences, the first
m&1 are also component sequences of the original sequence s; and because
s is a sequence of period pn(m&1) its linear complexityand hence the linear
complexity of all its component sequencescannot exceed pnm&n. The linear
complexity of the newly-constructed s$ is pnm&1+n by construction. So the
linear complexity of s" is pnm&1+n; being the maximum among the com-
ponent sequences.
Clearly the key step is the construction of s$. We use the established
equivalence between sequences whose period is a power of p and whose
linear complexity is d+1; and certain polynomials over Fp of degree d
(with ‘‘degree’’ suitably definedsee Definition 8). We construct a polyno-
mial of degree pnm&1+n&1, and show that its corresponding sequence s$
extends any span n de Bruijn sequence over Fpm&1 to a span n de Bruijn
sequence over Fpm . A numerical example follows the proof of the main
theorem and illustrates the construction in detail.
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2. BACKGROUND
We summarise below the Definitions and Results necessary to this work.
Definition 1. A sequence s=..., s&1 , s0 , s1 , ... is said to be periodic if
there exists a non-zero integer t such that si=s i+t for every integer i. The
period of s is defined to be the least positive such t.
Definition 2. A sequence s over Fpm is a span n de Bruijn sequence if it
has period pnm and the n-tuples (si , si+1 , ..., s i+n&1), where 0i<pmn, are
distinct.
Definition 3. The left shift operator E acts on a sequence s (=..., s&1 ,
s0 , s1 ...) to produce the sequence Es, defined to be the sequence whose i th
term is si+1 [1, p. 57]. The action of E is linear given that addition of
sequences is componentwise addition; and so (E&1) acts on s to produce
the sequence (E&1) s=Es&s whose ith term is si+1&s i .
Definition 4. Suppose that for some elements c0 , c1 , ..., cn&1 # Fpm , the
sequence s over Fp m satisfies:
si+n+cn&1si+n&1+ } } } +c1 si+1+c0si=0 for all i # Z
that is, a linear recurrence relation of degree n. This may be written
(E n+cn&1En&1+ } } } +c1 E+c0) s=(0).
We call Xn+cn&1 Xn&1+ } } } +c1X+c0 a characteristic polynomial of s.
Result 1 [7, Theorem 8.42, p. 418]. Let s be a sequence of period t.
Then there exists a uniquely determined monic polynomial m (called the
minimal polynomial of s) having the following property: g is a characteristic
polynomial for s if and only if m divides g.
Definition 5. Suppose s is a periodic sequence over Fpm . Then the
linear complexity of s, denoted c(s) is the degree of the minimal polynomial
m of s.
Result 2 [1, Proposition 2]. Let s be a sequence over Fp whose period
is a power of p. Then s satisfies a linear recurrence with minimal polyno-
mial (X&1)c(s). One important consequence is that the sequence (E&1) s
has linear complexity c(s)&1.
Definition 6. Let s be a sequence over Fp m whose period is a power
of p. Regarding Fpm as a vector space over Fp , we can represent each term sr
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of such a sequence by an m-tuple (s (0)r , ..., s
(m&1)
r ) of elements of Fp . For
each j=0, ..., m&1, we call the sequence
s( j)=..., s ( j)&1 , s
( j)
0 , s
( j)
1 , ...
the j th component sequence of s. Moreover, c(s)=max[c(s( j)): 0 j
m&1] [8].
Definition 7. The set of polynomials in Fp[x0 , ..., xk&1] of degree
strictly less than p in each indeterminate is denoted Pk .
We now define the degree of polynomials in more than one indeter-
minate in a manner which permits the link with linear complexity. This
differs from the usual definition [7] in which the different indeterminates
are given equal weight.
Any integer i # [0, ..., pk&1] can be written in base p as i=k&1j=0 ij p
j
where ij # [0, ..., p&1] for j=0, ..., k&1. We define xi # pk to be the
product x i0
0
x i1
1
} } } x ik&1k&1 . Using this notation we may write each f # Pk in the
form
f = :
pk&1
i=0
aixi where ai # Fp .
Definition 8. We define the degree of f to be deg ( f )=max[i: ai {0]
(or &1 if all ai=0).
Result 3. Let Pk be as defined in Definition 7. Now let Sk denote the
set of all sequences of elements in Fp whose period divides pk. We exhibit
an important correspondence between Pk and Sk . For r # [0, ..., pk&1],
suppose r=k&1j=0 r jp
j. Define a map ,k : Pk  Sk by setting
,k f =s(=..., s&1 , s0 , s1 , ...) where sr= f (r0 , ..., rk&1).
Then (i) ,k is a linear bijective map; and (ii) the degree of f is d if and only
if the linear complexity of ,kf is d+1 [1, Theorem 8].
Result 3 is central to the proof of our main theorem. Given a polynomial
f, we refer to its corresponding sequence ,k f, and vice versa. It is possible
to define sequences very simply in terms of polynomials; and their linear
complexity is immediately apparent from the degree. Conversely, properties
of certain polynomials are proved by operations on the corresponding
sequences.
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In order to exploit the correspondence between certain sequences and
certain polynomials, we need a polynomial equivalent to the de Bruijn
property. Accordingly we define an ‘‘orthogonal system’’ of polynomials
in Pk . The system acts on each k-tuple (r0 , ..., rk&1) in (Fp)
k to produce a
k-tuple (c0 , ..., ck&1). The system is orthogonal if and only if this action
permutes the elements of (Fp)
k.
Definition 9. If f0 , f1 , ..., fk&1 # Pk , we call [ f0 , f1 , ..., fk&1] a
(complete) orthogonal system if for each (c0 , c1 , ..., ck&1) # (Fp)
k, there
exists a unique (r0 , ..., rk&1) # (Fp)
k such that
fi (r0 , ..., rk&1)=ci for all i # [0, 1, ..., k&1].
We define the degree of an orthogonal system to be max[deg ( fi): 0i
k&1]. It is clear that, for each i # [0, ..., k&1], at least one polynomial
in the orthogonal system is explicit in the indeterminate xi . In particular at
least one polynomial is explicit in xk&1 so the degree of the system is at
least pk&1.
3. NEW NOTATION
Definition 10. The difference operator 2 acts on the polynomials in
Pk . If f # Pk then 2f =,&1k (E&1) ,k f. So the action of 2 on f corresponds
to the action of (E&1) on the sequence ,k f.
Lemma 1. We note the following properties of 2 which are required
later:
1. The action of 2 is linear.
2. If f # Pk then ,k[(1+2) f ]=E(,k f ); i.e., the sequence correspond-
ing to (1+2) f is the the sequence corresponding to f left-shifted one place.
3. If f # Pk is not the zero polynomial then deg (2f )=deg ( f )&1.
Outline Proof. 1. Both E and ,k are linear.
2. Follows from linearity of 2.
3. By Result 3 the degree of a polynomial is always one less than the
linear complexity of the corresponding sequence. By Result 2 the action of
E&1 reduces the linear complexity by one, so the action of 2 reduces the
degree of the corresponding polynomial by one.
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Definition 11. Suppose f is a non-constant polynomial in Ps . Given
some ks and (r0 , ..., rk&1) # (Fp)
k we write [ f ] (r0 , ..., rk&1 ) to denote the
polynomial f (r0 , ..., rk&1 , xk , ..., xs&1) obtained from f by setting x j=r j for
j=0, ..., k&1. We call this the evaluation of f at (r0 , ..., rk&1).
The sequence interpretation of [ f ](r0 , ..., rk&1 ) is important in the proof of
the main theorem. Since f # Ps there exists some integer is such that
f # P i but f  Pi&1 ; i.e., f is explicit in the indeterminate x i&1 but in no
indeterminate of higher subscript. So the sequence corresponding to f has
period pi. We now consider the two cases according to whether i exceeds
k or not. Suppose first that ik. Then
[ f ](r0 , ..., rk&1 )= f (r0 , ..., ri&1)=c # Fp
where c is a constant. In this case the sequence interpretation of [ f ](r0 , ..., rk&1 )
is simply a sequence all of whose terms are c and whose period is therefore 1.
Suppose now that i>k. The sequence corresponding to f has period pi,
and one complete period may be thought of as comprising pi&k blocks of
size pk each. Given (r0 , ..., rk&1) we set r=k&1j=0 rjp
j so that 0rpk&1.
We may think of r as a position marker within each block of size pk. Each
different value of (xk , ..., xi&1) will determine a different block of size pk;
and the values xj=r j for j=0, 1, ..., k&1 determine the rth term within
each block. So the sequence corresponding to [ f ](r0 , ..., rk&1 ) is obtained
from the sequence corresponding to f by replacing every element in each
block of size pk by a copy of the rth element of that block.
4. THE DE BRUIJN PROPERTY
In this section we establish the polynomial equivalent to the de Bruijn
property. For this we need the concept of an orthogonal system of polyno-
mials from Definition 9.
To show that a system is orthogonal it is sufficient to show that for each
(c0 , ..., ck&1) in (Fp)
k there is at most one solution (r0 , ..., rk&1) # (Fp)
k such
that fi (r0 , ..., rk&1)=ci for i=0, ..., k&1. Existence follows by the
pigeonhole principle.
Theorem 1. There is a bijection between the set of span n de Bruijn
sequences over Fpm of linear complexity d+1 and the set of orthogonal
systems of degree d of the form
OS=[2ifj : i=0, ..., n&1; j=0, ..., m&1]
where the fjs are polynomials in Pnm .
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Proof. The proof that, given a span n de Bruijn sequence over Fp m of
linear complexity d+1, there corresponds an orthogonal system of degree
d of the form OS is given in Theorem 18 of [1]. We shall prove the converse.
Let f0 , ..., fm&1 be polynomials in Pnm such that OS is an orthogonal
system of degree d.
Since deg(2ifj)<deg( fj) for i # [1, ..., n&1] we may suppose, without
loss of generality, deg( fm&1)=d and deg( f j)d for j # [0, ..., m&2].
For j=0, ..., m&1 let s( j)=,nm fj . Each s( j) has linear complexity not
exceeding d+1 and a period which divides pnm. Moreover s(m&1) itself has
linear complexity d+1 and period precisely pnm (because pnm&1<linear
complexity<periodpnm). Let s be the sequence over Fp m whose j th com-
ponent sequence (Definition 6) is s( j) for j=0, ..., m&1. Then s has period
pnm and linear complexity d+1.
We now show that s is a span n de Bruijn sequence over Fp m ; i.e., we
show that every n-tuple of elements of Fpm occurs once as n consecutive
terms of s. Let (c0 , ..., cn&1) be an n-tuple in (Fpm)n where, for i # [0, ...,
n&1], we have ci=(ci, 0 , ..., ci, m&1) with ci, j # Fp for j # [0, ..., m&1]. For
each j we may form the n-tuple c$j=(c0, j , ..., cn&1, j). [We may visualise the
ci s as the row vectors of a matrix C=(ci, j) and the c$js as the column
vectors.]
The proof will be completed if it is shown there is a unique r=
nm&1t=0 rtp
t such that, for each j # [0, ..., m&1], the j th component
sequence s( j) has the n terms of c$j as consecutive elements commencing
with (s( j))r ; i.e., if there is a unique r such that
(s( j))r+i=ci, j for all i # [0, ..., n&1], j # [0, ..., m&1]. (1)
To see that there is a unique r satisfying equations (1) we write them in
equivalent form
(E is( j))r=ci, j for all i # [0, ..., n&1], j # [0, ..., m&1].
which is equivalent to ((E&1) i s( j))r= it=0 (
i
t)(&1)
t ct, j by elementary
operations. The corresponding polynomial expression is
2if j (r0 , ..., rpnm&1)= :
i
t=0 \
i
t+ (&1)t ct, j . (2)
The system of equations (2) does indeed have a unique solution r0 , ..., rnm&1
because OS is an orthogonal system. So the equations (1) have a unique
solution, and s is a span n de Bruijn sequence. K
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5. BASIS POLYNOMIALS
We introduce a family of polynomials which are used in the main
construction.
Definition 12. If s is a sequence over Fp whose period is a power of p
and whose linear complexity is d+1 it satisfies a linear recurrence with
minimal polynomial (X&1)d+1 (Result 1). So it is uniquely determined by
its first d+1 terms. Thus there is precisely one sequence whose period is a
power of p and whose linear complexity is d+1 which begins with d zeroes
followed by a one. The corresponding polynomial in Pk of degree d is
called the dth basis polynomial and is denoted gd . For completeness we
define g0=1 and g&d=0.
The main properties of the basis polynomials are summarized in the
following:
Lemma 2. For all non-negative integers d and i,
1. 2igd= gd&i .
2. gp i=x i .
3. gp i+ j= gpi gj whenever j<pi.
Proof. 1. The sequence ,k gd corresponding to gd has linear com-
plexity d+1 and begins with d zeroes followed by one. So (E&1) i ,kgd has
linear complexity d+1&i and must commence with d&i zeroes followed
by one. But ,k gd&i is the unique sequence of linear complexity d+1&i
which begins in this way, so (E&1) i ,kgd=,kgd&i whence 2igd= gd&i .
2. Set h=xi& gpi . Since deg(xi)=deg(gpi)= pi it follows that deg(h)
pi. The sequence corresponding to xi begins with pi zeroes followed by
pi ones, so the first pi+1 terms of ,kx i and ,kgp i are the same, i.e., the first
pi+1 terms of h are 0. This is only possible if h is the zero polynomial, and
so gpi=xi .
3. By (2) gpi g j=xig j . The sequence corresponding to x i has period
pi+1 and begins with pi zeroes followed by pi ones. The sequence corre-
sponding to gj has a period which divides pi (since j<pi). So the sequence
corresponding to xig j begins with pi zeroes (because x i=0) followed by j
zeroes (because xi=1 but gj=0) followed by a one (because xi= gj=1).
Thus gp i+ j and gpi gj have their first pi+ j+1 terms the same. Since both
have degree pi+ j they are identical. K
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6. THE MAIN RESULT
Theorem 2. Let p be a prime. For every m2, the lower bound of
pnm&1+n on the linear complexity of a span n de Bruijn sequence over Fp m
is achieved.
Proof. By Theorem 1 the result will follow if we show there exist m
polynomials fj # Pnm such that [2if j : i=0, ..., n&1; j=0, ..., m&1] is an
orthogonal system of degree pnm&1+n&1.
For ease of notation we set k=n(m&1).
Let s be any span n de Bruijn sequence over Fp m&1 . Then by Theorem 1
there exist polynomials f j # Pk such that OS(k)=[2if j : i=0, ..., n&1;
j=0, ..., m&2] is an orthogonal system. The degree of the system does not
exceed pk&1 because the period of s, and hence the linear complexity
of s, does not exceed pk.
The principle of the proof is to extend OS(k) in Pk to an orthogonal
system OS(k+n) in Pk+n of degree pk+n&1+n&1. We construct a new
polynomial fm&1 # Pk+n of degree pk+n&1+n&1 and such that OS(k+n)
=[2 ifj : i=0, ..., n&1; j=0, ..., m&1] is an orthogonal system.
Construction. Let fm&1=n&1j=0 gpk+j+ j where the gpk+j+ j ’s are Basis
Polynomials.
Clearly, the degree of fm&1 is pk+n&1+n&1. Since this exceeds the
degree of f0 , ..., fm&2 it will be the degree of the system OS(k+n).
We now show that OS(k+n) is an orthogonal system in Pnm . So let
(c0 , ..., ck+n&1) # (Fp)
k+n. We will show there is at most one solution
(r0 , ..., rk+n&1) # (Fp)
k+n such that [2 i f j ](r0 , ..., rk + n&1 ) = cnj+i for i=
0, ..., n&1; j=0, ..., m&1.
We show this result inductively; i.e., if r0 , ..., rk+i&1 are uniquely deter-
mined by c0 , ..., ck+n&1 then so too is rk+i .
The base of the induction is that (r0 , ..., rk&1) are uniquely determined
by c0 , ..., ck+n&1 because OS(k) is an orthogonal system.
For the inductive step, suppose that for some particular i # [0, ..., n&1]
we have (r0 , ..., rk+i&1) uniquely determined in terms of c0 , ..., ck+n&1 . We
will show that rk+i is uniquely determined. Set r=k+i&1j=0 rjp
j. Now define
Ii=[(1+2) p
k+i&r 2ifm&1] (r0 , ..., rk+i&1 ) .
We will analyse Ii in two ways.
Firstly, we set Ai, j=[(1+2) p
k+i&r gpk+j+ j&i] (r0 , ..., rk+i&1) ; then from the
definition of fm&1 we have
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Ii= :
n&1
j=0
[(1+2) pk+i&r 2igp k+j+ j] (r0 , ..., rk+i&1 )
= :
n&1
j=0
[(1+2) p k+i&r gpk+j+ j&i] (r0 , ..., rk+i&1)
= :
n&1
j=0
Ai, j .
We claim that for i, j # [0, ..., n&1] we have
Ai, j={0xk+i+1
if j{i
if j=i
and that, consequently, Ii=xk+i+1.
Proof of Claim. The rather daunting-looking expression represented by
Ai, j may be simplified by considering the corresponding sequences. We
consider the sequence corresponding to (1+2) pk+i&r gpk+j+ j&i and evaluate
it at the rth point in each block of size pk+i (that is, we obtain a new sequence
by replacing each block of size pk+i with pk+i copies of the rth term in the
blocksee Definition 11). But what is the rth term in each block? Given
blocks of size pk+i, a left shift of pk+i&r will move the 0th term of a block
to the rth position in the block to the left. So the rth term in each block
of the sequence corresponding to (1+2) pk+i&r gpk+j+ j&i is simply the 0th
term of the block to the right in the sequence corresponding to gp k+j+ j&i .
In short, then, to form the sequence corresponding to Ai, j we take the
sequence associated with the Basis Polynomial gp k+j+ j&i and replace each
block of size pk+i by pk+i copies of the 0th term of the next block. The out-
come will depend on the size of j relative to i.
If j<i the period of gpk+j+ j&i is a proper divisor of pk+i. So a block of
size pk+i is made up of multiple complete periods of the sequence corre-
sponding to gp k+j+ j&i . So the 0th term of every block of size pk+i must
also be the 0th term of gp k+j+ j&i itself. This is 0 because gp k+j+ j&i { g0
(because pk+ j+ j&i>pk+ j&npk&k>0). Thus the sequence correspond-
ing to Ai, j is the all-zero sequence, so Ai, j is the zero polynomial.
If j>i then gpk+j+ j&i=xk+ j gj&i (by Lemma 2). Now j&i<n<pk so
the period of the sequence corresponding to gj&i divides pk+i. Hence the
first j&i terms of each block of size pk+i, being multiples of the first j&i
terms of gj&i , are 0. Once again Ai, j corresponds to the all-zero sequence,
and so must be the zero polynomial.
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If j=i then Ai, j simplifies greatly:
[(1+2) pk+i&r gp k+j+ j&i] (r0 , ..., rk+i&1 )=[(1+2)
pk+i&r gpk+i] (r0 , ..., rk+ i&1 )
=[(1+2) pk+i&r xk+i] (r0 , ..., rk+i&1 ) .
The sequence corresponding to xk+i consists of p blocks of size pk+i each,
in which every element in the tth block (for t=0, ..., p&1) is t. After shift-
ing and evaluating as described above every element in the tth block is
replaced by a copy of the 0th term in the next block, i.e., by t+1. So Ai, i
corresponds to the sequence of p blocks of size pk+i in which every element
in the t th block is t+1. The unique polynomial in Pnm which corresponds
to this sequence is xk+i+1. K
We now analyse I i in a different way and show that it is uniquely deter-
mined in terms of c0 , ..., ck+n&1 . By equating the two expressions for Ii , we
find that there is at most one possible value for xk+i , i.e., rk+i is uniquely
determined in terms of c0 , ..., ck+n&1 .
I i=[(1+2) p
k+i&r 2ifm&1] (r0 , ..., rk+i&1 )
= :
pk+i&r
s=0 \
pk+i&r
s + [2i+sfm&1](r0 , ..., rk+i&1 )
= :
n&i&1
s=0 \
pk+i&r
s + [2i+sfm&1](r0 , ..., rk+i&1 )
+ :
pk+i&r
s=n&i \
pk+i&r
s + [2i+sfm&1](r0 , ..., rk+i&1 )
= :
n&i&1
s=0 \
pk+i&r
s + ck+i+s
+ :
pk+i&r
s=n&i \
pk+i&r
s + :
n&1
j=0
[2i+sgpk+j+ j](r0 , ..., rk+i&1 )
=K1(i)+ :
pk+i&r
s=n&i
:
n&1
j=0 \
pk+i&r
s + [ gpk+j+ j&i&s] (r0 , ..., rk+i&1 ) ,
where K1(i) is uniquely determined in terms of i and c0 , ..., ck+n&1 .
We consider the polynomials [ gpk+j+ j&i&s] (r0 , ..., rk+i&1 ) for s # [n&i, ...,
pk+i&r] and j # [0, ..., n&1] and claim that
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[gpk+j+j&i&s ] (r0 , ..., rk+i&1 )={
0 if j>i
0 if ji and pk+ j+ j&i<spk+i&r
K2(i, j, s)
if ji and n&ispk+ j+ j&i
where K2(i, j, s) is uniquely determined in terms of i, j, s and c0 , ..., ck+n&1 .
Proof of Claim. Suppose j>i. Because sn&i and j<n it follows that
j&i&s<0. So pk+ j+ j&i&s<pk+ j. However spk+ipk+ j&1 so pk+ j
+ j&i&s>pk+ j& pk+ j&1pk+ j&1; and so the period of the sequence
corresponding to gpk+j+ j&i&s is precisely pk+ j. This sequence therefore
comprises pk+ j&(s&( j&i)) zeroes followed by s&( j&i) terms which
may be non-zero. But s&( j&i)s&1pk+i&(r+1), so the number of
non-zero terms in a complete period is at most pk+i&(r+1). Thus, the
complete period pk+ j comprises p j&i blocks of size pk+i each, and all these
blocks except the last consist entirely of zeroes, and the last begins with at
least r+1 zeroes. Thus the rth element of every block of size pk+i is zero
and so [ gp k+j+ j&i&s] (r0 , ..., rk+i&1 )=0.
Suppose now ji. Then if s>pk+ j+ j&i we have gpk+j+ j&i&s=
g&d=0.
If ji and spk+ j+ j&i then the period of the sequence corresponding
to gpk+j+ j&i&s divides pk+ j and so divides pk+i. Therefore gpk+j+ j&i&s #
Pk+i . By the inductive hypothesis [ gpk+j+ j&i&s] (r0 , ..., rk+i&1 ) is uniquely
determined. K
This completes the inductive step, and hence the proof that OS(k+n)=
[2ifj : i=0, ..., n&1; j=0, ..., m&1] is a complete orthogonal system of
degree pnm&1+n&1, and so completes the proof of the theorem. K
Example. To illustrate the method we give a numerical example. Let
p=3 and n=m=2. We will construct s", a span 2 de Bruijn sequence over
F3 2 of minimal linear complexity 3
2.2&1+2=29. Firstly, we select s, an
arbitrary span 2 de Bruijn sequence over F3 . Take s=(0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2)
which has linear complexity 8, the maximum possible for a span 2 de
Bruijn sequence over F3 . Using the construction of Theorem 2 we exhibit
the polynomial f =x0x3+x2 # F3[x0 , x1 , x2 , x3]. It has degree 33+1=28
(see Definition 8) so the corresponding sequence s$ has linear complexity
29 (see Result 3).
s$=0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 0, 2, 0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 0, 1,
0, 2, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 2, 2, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0.
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We use s$ to augment the 1-tuples of s repeated 32 times to produce
s"=(0, 0), (0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 0), (2, 0), (2, 0), (1, 0), (1, 0), (2, 0),
(0, 1), (0, 1), (1, 1), (0, 1), (2, 1), (2, 1), (1, 1), (1, 1), (2, 1),
(0, 2), (0, 2), (1, 2), (0, 2), (2, 2), (2, 2), (1, 2), (1, 2), (2, 2),
(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 2), (0, 0), (2, 1), (2, 2), (1, 0), (1, 1), (2, 2),
(0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 0), (0, 1), (2, 2), (2, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 0),
(0, 2), (0, 0), (1, 1), (0, 2), (2, 0), (2, 1), (1, 2), (1, 0), (2, 1),
(0, 0), (0, 2), (1, 1), (0, 0), (2, 2), (2, 1), (1, 0), (1, 2), (2, 1),
(0, 2), (0, 1), (1, 0), (0, 2), (2, 1), (2, 0), (1, 2), (1, 1), (2, 0),
(0, 1), (0, 0), (1, 2), (0, 1), (2, 0), (2, 2), (1, 1), (1, 0), (2, 2).
It may be verified that s" is a span 2 de Bruijn sequence over F3 2 . K
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